Education is the most important thing that can not be separated from the human life, good in a family, citizen, and the nation. The development of a nation is determined by succeed studying level. Motivational Studying got an important rule in increasing passion, happy feeling, and spirit for studying. The students who had a strong motivation power will have so much power to study. Motivation is devided by to parts. They are interinsict and eksterinsict motivation. Interinsict Motivation is a motivation doesn’t need any stimulant, while otherwise eksterinsict motivation is a motivation that need any stimulant from the outside individu. One of the factor that could influence studying is any rule from the self concept as a vision about himself.

This research had a purpose to know self concept level and study motivation in XI Science class students of MA Miftahul Ulum Mojokerto and correlation self concept with studying motivation.

This research used description research method and shape research quantitative correlation. The taken sample is done populatively with 45 XI Science subject students. The collecting data is done by using questionner method with 30 item, and reliability $\alpha = .932$, motivational questionner study with 30 item and reliability $\alpha = .969$. The Analyze Technic is used by classified into 3 category, high, medium, low. The Data analyze in this case using $product moment person$. 

Based on the researching result, it concludes: 1. The self concept level Science class students MA Miftahul Ulum Mojokerto, is in a high category with 95.6% percentage, Medium category in 4.4% and low category in 0%. 2. The studying level motivation XI Science class students MA Miftahul Ulum mojokerto in high category with 97.8 %, medium category with 2.2%, and low category in 0 %. There are significant relationship between self concept with study motivation XI science class MA Miftahul Ulum Mojokerto show a relation with 0.446 and $p = 0.002 (< 0.05)$ that mean $H_0$ hypothesis in research accepted. In this case, more higher self concept, the studying motivation is increase.